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Let L be a locally finite lattice. An order function v  on L is a function defined on 
pairs of elements x, y  (with x 9~) in L such that v(x,.v) = v(x, z) v(z, y). The Redei 
zeta function of L is given by p(s; L) = CxeL&, x) ~(6, x)-‘. It generalizes the 
following functions: the chromatic polynomial of a graph, the characteristic 
polynomial of a lattice, the inverse of the Dedekind zeta function of a number field, 
the inverse of the Weil zeta function for a variety over a finite tield, Philip Hall’s d- 
function for a group and Redei’s zeta function for an abelian group. Moreover, the 
paradigmatic problem in all these areas can be stated in terms of the location of the 
zeroes of the Redei zeta function. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
Banach was fond of saying that mathematics is the study of analogies 
between analogies; one may optimistically draw from his aphorism that in 
mathematics, every apparent coincidence points to an underlying cause 
which awaits discovery. This paper originated from precisely one such coin- 
cidence between combinatorics and number theory. 
A variety of combinatorial problems can be uniformly stated as problems 
concerning the location of zeroes of the characteristic polynomials of 
partially ordered sets. More specifically, let P be a Smite ranked partially 
ordered set with a maximum 1 and a minimum 6. Let r be its rank function 
and ,D its Mobius function. The characteristic polynomial p(L) of P is detined 
by 
The zeroes of this polynomial are very often combinatorially significant 
invariants associated with the partial ordering. For example, when P is the 
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lattice of contractions of a graph, the characteristic polynomial turns out to 
be the chromatic polynomial of the graph; its values when 1 is a positive 
integer are the number of ways of properly coloring the vertices of the graph 
with 1 colors. 
For a long time, this reformulation of the coloring problem remained an 
isolated curiosity. In 1970, Crapo and Rota [ 1, Chap. 151 observed that this 
problem can be recast in geometric terms, and in so doing, they found that 
many other combinatorial problems fitted into the same pattern. More 
precisely, let S be a finite set of points in n-dimensional atTine space over the 
finite field of order q. Let L(S) be the lattice of flats (or linear varieties) 
spanned by subsets of the points of S. For x a flat in L(S), let r(x) be the 
dimension of x plus one. The value of the characteristic polynomial at qs, 
has the following geometric interpretation: it is the number of s-tuples 
(H, ,..., H,) of hyperplanes whose intersection H, n . . . n H, is disjoint from 
S. The smallest integer s for which such a sequence can be found is called 
the critical exponent of S and is a natural generalization of the chromatic 
number of a graph. This observation sparked a renewed interest in the 
projective invariant theory of sets of points, both in its classical form 
(generalized to fields of arbitrary characteristic) and its combinatorial 
form-the theory of geometric lattices, or matroids, as they have come to be 
called. 
It was felt, nevertheless, that not even this reformulation led to the level of 
generality at which the nature of the difftculty can be intuited. Later, in 
studying the zeta function introduced by Redei in his attempts to understand 
Hajos theorem on partitions of abelian groups [7,8], Rota [lo] observed 
that the zeroes of Redei’s zeta function can be given a simple combinatorial 
interpretation. This interpretation rendered all but evident Redei’s Hauptsatz 
and Triigheitsatz. A detailed account of this interpretation of the zeroes of 
the Ridei zeta function forms the main result of this paper (Theorem 10); it 
includes as a special case the critical problem for affine point sets. 
This interpretation in turn points towards a more general framework 
where the zeta functions arising in combinatorics could be studied, namely, 
lattices of Dirichlet type. These lattices are natural generalizations of the 
algebras of Dirichlet type introduced in [ 2 1. The zeta functions of number 
theory can be subsumed under this formalism, and the central problems in 
both areas concern the location of zeroes of zeta functions of lattices of 
Dirichlet type. 
Despite this pleasing unification, we believe that the revealing level of 
generality has not yet been reached with lattices of Dirichlet type. The 
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deeper properties of zeta functions, such as functional equations, can only 
come from structures which are not basically fmite, and on such structures, 
the corresponding theory of Mobius inversion would require delicate limiting 
processes. 
Unlike most other works on zeta functions, we are not concerned in this 
paper with the convergence properties of RMei zeta functions-indeed, we 
work throughout withformal Dirichlet series. Nonetheless, we believe that an 
adequate theory of interpolation, convergence and analytic continuation of 
Redei zeta functions over the complex or p-adic fields would go very far 
towards the solution of many critical problems in combinatorial analysis. 
2. LATTICES OF DIRICHLET TYPE 
Let L be a lattice with a unique minimal element 6. We denote by A and 
V the meet and join operations in L; moreover, if A is a finite subset of L, 
then 2 denotes the join of all the elements in A. An orderfunction u on L is 
a function defined on pairs of elements (x, y) in L such that x Q y, taking 
values in the positive’integers and satisfying the condition 
for any triple x < 2 < y, N&Y) = 4x, z) v(z,y); 
frequently, we abbreviate $6, x) to u(x). A lattice equipped with an order 
function is called a lattice of Dirichlet type. 
Now, let E be a subset of a lattice L of Dirichlet type. Consider the subset 
M(E) of elements in L which are joins of finite subsets of E. This is a join 
sub-semilattice of L. Although not a sublattice of L, M(E) is a lattice when 
considered separately from L (remember that 6, being the join of the empty 
set, is in M(E)); we call M(E) the lattice spanned by E. The subset E is 
called a R4dei set if for every element x in M(E)-and every positive integer n, 
the number of elements y in M(E) such that v(x, y) = n is finite. In 
particular, any finite set is a Rtdei set. 
An immediate consequence is that the lattice M(E) spanned by a Redei set 
E is a locally finite lattice: that is, every interval [x. y] = {z: x < z < y} is a 
finite set. For, suppose that v(x, y) = n. Then, as v(x, z) v(z, y) = n, v(x, z) 
divides n for any z in [x, y]. It remains to observe that there are only a finite 
number of positive integers k dividing n, and for each of these divisors k, 
only a finite number of elements z in M(E) with v(x, z) = k. The same 
method of proof yields two other results. The first is that in defining a Rddei 
set, it suffices only to require that for every positive integer n, the number of 
elements y in M(E) such that v(6,y) = n is finite. The second is that for 
every integer n and every element a E L, the number of elements y in M(E) 
such that v(a, y) = n is finite. 
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Given a Redei set E and an element a in L, the R&dei zeta function of E 
based on a is defined by the formula 
p(s; a; E) = c (-l)lA’ v(a, x))-“, 
A 
where the summation ranges over all finite subsets A of E whose joins x lie 
above the element a. By the finiteness assumption, for a given n, there are 
only a finite number of subsets A whose joins d have the property that 
v(a, x) = n; hence, the summation on the right is well defined as a formal 
Dirichlet series. The RCdei zeta function based on d is simply written p(s; E) 
and is called the Rtdei zeta function of E. There is no loss in generality in 
considering only this particular case. 
The Rtdei zeta function p(s; E) is determined by the collection of RCdei 
zeta functions p(s; A), where A ranges over all finite subsets of E. Indeed, it 
is immediate from the definition that 
PROPOSITION 0. 
p(s; E) = hm p(s; A), 
where the limit taken over the directed system of all finite subs& of E under 
containment, and convergence is in the algebra of formal Dirichlet series. 
3. ADDITIVE AND MULTIPLICATIVE IDENTITIES 
In this section, we prsent some basic properties of the RCdei zeta function. 
Most of our results are generalized from Redei’s paper [7]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E be a Ridei set in L. Then, if a is an element in L 
such that there exists an element b E E such that a > b, then 
p(s;EU {a})=p(s;E). 
Proof: The left-hand summation can be separated into two sums, 
C (-l)lA’ V(Z))-’ + C(-l)IBl+’ r(B Va)-S, 
A B 
where the range of summation in both cases is over all finite subsets of E. 
The second sum can be further separated into two sums, 
&q’C’+’ v(cV a)-$ + ~(-l)lcl+* v(c V a V b)-“, 
C C 
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where the range of summation is now over all subsets of E\(a). But, as 
a > b, v(c V a) = v(cV a V 6); hence, the second sum is zero and we are 
done. 
Thus, it suffkes to consider only RCdei sets which are antichains, an 
antichain being a subset for which no two elements are comparable. 
Our next identity allows us to express any zeta function as a sum of zeta 
functions of RCdei sets E based on an element b such that every element in E 
covers b in M(E). We use the following notation: if E c L, then E V b is the 
subset {a V b: a E E}. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose a > b. Then, for any RPdei set E 
p(s;EU(a})=p(s;EU{b})+v(b)-“p(s;b;(EVb)u{a/). 
Proof. We observe that 
p(s; E U {a}) - p(s; E U {b}) = c (-l)lA’ [v@ V a)-S - v(if V b)-“1, 
A 
the summation being over all finite subsets contained in E. Now, 
v@ V b) = v(b) v(b, A V b) 
and, as b < a, 
v(xV a) = v(b) v(b, A V b V a). 
Thus, we can rewrite the right-hand sum as 
v(b)-“x (-l)lA’[v(b, A V b)-” - v(b, A V b V a)-“]; 
A 
but this is just 
v(b)-“p(s; b; (E V b) U {a}). 
As an immediate corollary, we have 
COROLLARY 3. For any Ridei set E and any element a in E, 
p(W) = P(S; E\{aj) + v(a)-sp(s;a; (E\{aJ) V a). 
Another identity, whose proof is very similar to the foregoing proofs, is 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E be a Rkdei set and let a, b E E. Then, 
PCS; E) = p(s; E\{aJ) + p(s;E\{b\) -P@; E\(a, b\ U ia V b\). 
641/12/3.10 
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Next, we have the following identity relating all the zeta functions of 
subsets of a given Redei set. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let E be a Ridei set. Then, 
-py p(s;/T; (l&4) v J) = 1. 
Prooj Rewrite the left-hand summation as 
c v(2))-SC (-1)‘B’ v(Z,BVJ))-S 3 
A B 
where the inner summation ranges over all finite subsets of EZp. This can be 
further simplified to 
~~(-l)‘%(AuB)-~=~Y(C)-s c (-l)lD’ 
c DSC 
(here C ranges over all finite subsets of E) 
= v(0) = 1, 
which is the right-hand side. 
We now consider the lattice M(E) as a semigroup under the binary 
operation of taking joins. Suppose, for the moment, that E is finite. Then, in 
the semigroup algebra @ [M(E)], we have the identity 
n (1 -a)= C (-l)lA’X. 
l7GE AS.?? 
Now, for a fixed s, the order function v induces a linear functional on 
C[M(E)] in the following way: for every x E M(E), 
v,(x) = v(x) -$. 
Applying v, to both sides of the identity, we obtained a weak analog of the 
Euler product identity, 
Unfortunately, this weak product expansion is not an actual product 
expansion unless v is a multiplicative order function relative to E: that is, 
unless 
da, V ... V a,) = v(a,) ... v(a,) 
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for any tinite subset {ai ] of E. Note that v need not be a homomorphism of 
the semigroup algebra. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let E be a (possibly infinite) Rkdei set relative to which 
the order function v is multiplicative. Then, 
p(s;E) = n (1 - u(a)-S). 
(IEE 
We have already proved the proposition when E is finite; when E is 
infinite, we proceed by a limiting argument using Proposition 0. The details 
are easy and omitted. 
The mystery surrounding Euler products for zeta functions accounts for 
the difficulties involved in both the critical problem in combinatorics [ 1, 
Chap. 15) and the theory of Artin L-series. 
4. DER RBDEISCHE HAUPTSATZ 
In this section, we need some results from the theory of Mobius functions 
[lo]. Let L be a finite lattice. Then, the Miibius function /L is the function 
defined on pairs of elements x, y in L as follows: 
if x < y, then ~(x, y) = 0; 
if x < y, then p is defined by the recursion 
p(x,x)= 1, 
PkY) = - c /4x9 2). 
XCZ<Y 
A cross-cut of L is a subset of L satisfying the properties: 
(a) C does not contain the minimum 6 or the maximum i; 
(b) C is an antichain; 
(c) Any maximal (or saturated) chain stretched between 0 and 1 
meets C. 
The Mobius function ~(6, 1) can be computed from certain invariants of a 
cross-cut C; indeed, 
(**) 
where qk is the number of k-subsets of C whose join equals the maximum. 
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PROPOSITION I. Let E be a Redei set of a lattice L of Dirichlet type. 
Then, 
where ,u is the Mobius function of the lattice M(E) spanned by E. 
Proof By Proposition 1, we can delete elements from E until it is an 
antichain within changing its zeta function. Now, let x be in M(E); in the 
finite sublattice [0, x] of M(E), E fl [0, x] is a cross-cut of [0, x]. Hence, by 
(**I, 
p(s; E) = C(-l)‘“‘v(/q)-s 
A 
= x,x)( jxx (-1)‘“‘) v(x)-s 
= c p(6, x) v(x)-$. XEM(E) 
This description suggests the following terminology. Suppose the lattice L, 
considered as a subset of itself, is a Redei set. Then, we define the Redei zeta 
function of the lattice L by 
p(s; a; L) = C u(a, x) v(a, x)-‘. 
XEL 
If a = 8, we simply write p(s; L). Note that p(s; a; L) is usually not the zeta 
function of the RCdei set consisting of all the elements of L. 
We now generalize Rtdei’s main result to 
THEOREM 8 (Ridei’s Hauptsatz). Suppose that L is a lattice of Dirichlet 
type with order function v such that L itsev is a RPdei set. Let E be a Redei 
set in L not containing 6. Then, 
p(s, E) = & v(x)-“p(s; x; L), 
where 
E#={xEL:x$a forallaEE}; 
that is, E;IL is the set of all lattice elements which do not lie above any element 
in E. 
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Our proof relies on two results relating the Mobius functions of two 
lattices linked by order-preserving maps. We use the following notation: Cr 
denotes the Mobius function of M(E), while p denotes the Mobius function 
of L. 




These two lattices are linked by two order-preserving maps p and q, where p: 
Q, + P, is the inclusion map, and q: P, --t Q, is defined by 
q(y) = v (z: z <y and z E M(E)}. 
Suppose now that x E M(E). Then, p and q from a Galois coconnection 
between P, and Q, such that q(x) = x. Using Theorem 1 in [ 10, p. 3481, we 
conclude that 
P(R x) = c PUY, x), 
Y  
the sum being over all y such that q(y) = 6: that is, over all y in E# n [0, x] 
in L. As ~(z, x) = 0 if z @ [0,x], our summation may be rewritten as 
P(b)= c P(YTX). 
YEE# 
Multiplying both sides by v(x)-’ and summing over all x in M(E), we obtain 
c ~(0, x) v(x)+ = c c - P(Y, xlv(x)-” xsM(E) x M(E) y E # I-f) 
= y&ws & i4Y9 xlV(YY x1+* 
Now, suppose that x.E L but x & M(E). Then, it is no longer true that 
q(x) =x. However, q is still an order-preserving map such that the inverse 
image of an interval is again an interval. Moreover, the inverse image of the 
maximum of Q, contains at least two points. Hence, by the dual version of 
Theorem 2 in [ 10, p. 3481, we have 
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the sum ranging over all y E L such that q(y) = 0. Repeating our earlier 
computations, we obtain, firstly, 
and secondly 
0 = c NY)-” x$;E, F(Y, x) v(Y, xrs. 
YEE# 
Adding this to (t), we obtain 
P@, E) = 2 v(Y)-sP(s;Y; L). 
yeE# 
5. THREE EXAMPLES 
Let K be an algebraic number field-that is, K = Q(a) for some algebraic 
number a. The ring of integers b, of K is the set of all numbers in K 
satisfying a manic polynomial with integer coefficients. The ring d, is a 
Dedekind domain and the lattice L, of its integral ideals under the order 
relation of reverse set-containment is a locally finite lattice of Dirichlet type 
with the order function v 
~(a, b) = Na/Nb, 
where N(a) is the norm (over the rationals) of the ideal a. The norm is 
multiplicative in the sense of Section 4. Hence, if we take E to be the set of 
all prime ideals in L,, we have 
p&E)= n (1 -Np-'). 
P 
Thus, the Redei zeta function is the inverse of the Dedekind zeta function of 
K over Q and 
P(S; E) = xp(a)Na-“, 
P 
where p(a), the Mobius function of L,, is given by 
,4a) = t-1)” if a is the product of n distinct prime ideals 
=o otherwise. 
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The next example is more combinatorial. Let L be a finite lattice satisfying 
the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition, and let r be its rank function. If q is a 
positive integer, the function v defined by 
v(x, ))) = qrcx. Y) = q” Y) - T(X) 
is an order function of L. The Redei zeta function of L is given by 
p(s; L) = c jQ3, x) q-*rcxj. 
XCL 
Thus, p is the characteristic (or Poincare) polynomial [ 10, p. 3431 of L 
evaluated at q-‘. Thus, for the Boolean algebra 2”, 
p(s; 2”) = (1 - q-y. 
For the lattice L,(n) of all subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space over a 
finite field of order p, 
p(s; L,(n)) = i0 (-l)k [a], #‘k-i)/2 q-‘k 
= fi (1 -pkq-5). 
k=O 
Here, the p-binomial coefficient [;I, is defined as the number of k- 
dimensional subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space over a finite field of 
order p. 
Finally, if L is the bond lattice of a graph G with n vertices (10, p. 36 I], 
the Ritdei zeta function is 
where xc is the chromatic polynomial of the graph G. 
Our third example is the zeta function of an algebraic set V over a finite 
field X (for details, see, for example, \S]). Recall that a divisor of I/ is a 
formal linear combination m = C mix,., where m, are positive integers and xi 
are points in Y algebraic over K. The degree of m is simply the sum C m,. A 
divisor is a cycle if it satisfies the following two additional conditions: the 
extension fields K(xJ are all the same and is an extension of degree C m, 
over K, and the set of points {xi) is transitive under the action of the Galois 
group of K(x,) over K. The set of cycles of K forms a lattice C(v) under the 
order relation: if m = C mixi and n = 2 nixi, then 
m<n whenever mi < ni for all i. 
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This lattice is of Dirichlet type with the order function 
A Rldei set in C(v) is the set E of all irreducible cycles (or cycles of 
dimension zero). As the order function v is multiplicative for this Redei set, 
we have 
p(s; E) = n (1 - q-sdegm). 
meE 
If we set t = q-“, the RCdei zeta function is the inverse of the Weil zeta 
function of the algebraic set V. 
6. LATTICES OF FINITE ABELIAN GROUPS AND THE CRITICAL PROBLEM 
A lattice L is said to be a lattice of (jinite) abelian groups if the following 
three conditions hold: 
(a) the elements of L are finite abelian groups and are all contained in 
a universal abelian group (which need not be finite, however); 
(b) the meet in L of two groups a and /3 is their set-theoretic inter- 
section a n7p, while their join is the subgroup generated by a and /I within 
the universal group; 
(c) L has a unique minimal element and this minimum is the trivial 
group. 
Such a lattice is in fact a lattice of Dirichlet type, with the order function 
4a98) = IPIIIal* 
There are two primary examples of lattices of abelian groups. Let w  be a 
finite abelian group; then the lattice L(w) of all its subgroups is a lattice of 
abelian groups. Now, let w  be an arbitrary abelian group, and {ai} a 
collection of finite subgroups of w. Then, the lattice L(o; {a,}) consisting of 
all the subgroups of w which can be generated by finite subsets of {a,] is a 
lattice of abelian groups. 
In this context, Theorem 8 becomes: 
PROPOSITION 9 (Ridei’s Hauptsatz for abelian groups). Let a,,..., a,, be 
non-trivial subgroups of a finite abelian group o. Then, in the lattice L(w), 
PO; {q}) = c IPI-“P(s; L(dP)), 4 
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where the summation ranges over all subgroups p which do not contain any 
of the subgroups ai, and co//I is the quotient of w  by the subgroup j?. 
Over the lattice of subgroups of a finite abelian group, every Rtklei zeta 
function can be explicitly computed. Recall that a finite abelian group o can 
be decomposed into a direct sum of cyclic groups C(pe) of prime power 
order. If 
0 z c(p;‘) @ . . . @ C(pT), 
we say that it has type (p:‘,..., pi ). The Mobius function in L(o) depends 
only on the type of its arguments: indeed, for a C_ p in L(o), ~(a, /I) can be 
computed from the following facts [2]: 
(a) If the quotient group @/a is an elementary abelian p-group, or 
more precisely, /?/a is isomorphic to a direct sum of m copies of the cyclic 
group C(p), then 
(b) If /3/a is any other p-group, then ~(a,/?) = 0; 
(c) If /3/a is isomorphic to the direct sum y @ 6, where every pair of 
positive integers consisting of an element from type y and an element from 
type 6 is relatively prime, then 
Using these, we obtain the following. If K is an elementary abelian group of 
order p”, then 
p(s; L(K)) = -go (-l)k [ ;] p(1’2)k(k-1)-ks 
P 
= fi (1 -p”-“). 
k=O 
If w  is any abelian group, then 
P(K L(w)) =n P(Si Wp)) 
P 
where rrP is the maximal elementary abelian p-group contained in w. Using 
these results and the Hauptsatz, we can compute the zeta function of any 
collection of subgroups of a finite abelian group. 
We come now to the main result of this paper, which is a new 
combinatorial interpretation of the evaluation of the zeta function at a 
positive integer. We restrict our account to the case of the lattice L(o), 
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where o is a finite abelian group. Recall that a character of the abelian 
group o is a homomorphism of w  into the complex unit circle. Let a, ,..., ak 
be a collection of subgroups of o. Then, an n-tuple x = 01, ,..., x,,) of 
characters of o distinguishes a, ,..., ak if for every ai, there exists a character 
xi such that xi restricted to a, is not the trivial character. 
THEOREM 10. Let {a ,,..., ak} be a collection of subgroups of the finite 
abelian group W. Then, the number of n-tuples x = or, ,..., x,) of characters of 
w dish’nguishing a is 
bl”p(n; 04). 
Our proof is by Mobius inversion over the lattice M( (a[)). If x = (xi ,..., x,) 
is an n-tuple of characters of o, then its kernel (relative to a) is the maximal 
subgroup 0 in M({al\) such that xr restricted to /3 is trivial for all i; thus, p is 
the subgroup generated by the subcohection in a of all subgroups a, such 
that xi restricted to a, is trivial for all i. For each /3 E M( (a,}), let f (/3) be the 
number of n-tuples of characters whose kernel is exactly p, and g(B) be the 
number of n-tuples whose kernel contains /3. Thus, 
But, since every character X, which vanishes on y defines a character of the 
quotient group o/y and conversely, 
g(y) = # n-tuples of characters of w/y 
Hence, by Mobius inversion [8, p. 3441, 
f(r) = gwm4/181)"- 3 
Setting y = 0, the trivial subgroup, we obtain 
) ol”p(n; {ai}) = # n-tuples of characters distinguishing {a,}. 
As there are 1~)” n-tuples of characters of o, we also obtain 
COROLLARY 11. For every positive integer n, the number p(n; (a,)) is the 
probability that an n-tuple of characters of o, chosen (with replacement) 
independently and at random distinguish the collection of subgroups {a,}. In 
particular, p(n; L(o)) is the probability of choosing an n-tuple of characters 
distinguishing all but the trivial subgroup of CO. 
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An immediate consequence is 
COROLLARY 12 (Redei’s Triigheitsatz). For every positive integer n, 
0 <P(n; {ai}) < l* 
We conclude with a simple probabilistic proof of Redei’s Hauptsatz when 
s equals a positive integer n. Recall that the identity in question is 
l4”dn; {ail)=Clw/Bl”p(n;L(w/P)), 
l3 
where the sum is over all subgroups p not containing any of the subgroups 
ai. The left-hand side is the number of n-tuples x = (XI,..., x,,) distinguishing 
all the subgroups a,. This happens precisely when the absolute kernel of 1, 
defined by 
KERx= fi kerXi, 
i=l 
where ker xi is the ordinary kernel of Xi considered as a homomorphism of CO 
into the unit circle, does not contain any of the subgroups a,. Thus, the set 
of distinguishing n-tuples of characters can be partitioned into disjoint 
subsets according to their absolute kernels #I; moreover, all the n-tuples with 
kernel /?, by definition, distinguish all the non-trivial subgroups in w/p. When 
we count the distinguishing n-tuples according to this partition, we obtain the 
right-hand side. 
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